**Paper (+ Poster, Artworks): Generative Design using Design DNA.**

**Abstract:**
What is the difference between an artisan and a sculptor? From my point of view, the very difference lies in the amount of mental and creative processing done. The sculptor has to think creatively and imagine something new that did not exist before. The artisan, on the other hand, is a manual worker. The artisan realizes existing ideas, apply or duplicate the sculptors' designs. The sculptor designs something new. There is a significant mental and creative processing gap between an artisan and a sculptor. Something we note in this article is that, generative art processes can lead to a similar creative processing gap between a designer and a GA-designer which is aided by generative art processes. In my paper, I start by exploring what is mental and creative processing. Secondly, I define the creative processing gap. Thirdly, I underline what is 'higher art' (in which sense being a sculptor is 'higher' then being the 'artisan'). Next, I aim to answer the following questions: Can using generative art processes lead to a creative processing gap between GA-designers and designers. In which sense generative art can carry both the designers' and artists' role in design and art creation to a higher level? Can using generative art processes contribute to the creative processing gap by improving the quality of work? How does using generative art processes increase the quality of work? Does quality of the work get better by increasing the possible number of outcomes? Is the quality of final work could be made better by decreasing the amount of physical labour imposed on the designer? We will carry this discussion to product family design and we will also answer how generative art processes can help to increase the efficiency in design to understand the commercial value of generative art.
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